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Minutes EACH: Steering Committee Meeting Minutes 

3 PM to 7 PM on Friday, 13 March 

and 9 AM until 12 PM Saturday 14 March 
Ghent University 

Campus UZ (University Hospital Ghent) - Building K3 - 6th Floor 
  

 Subject 

  
Welcome to new members and 
introductions 
 
Attendees: 
 
Belgium:  
NR: Marc Van Nuland 
Denmark: 
NR Gitte Thybo Pihl 
France:  
NR: Olivier Nardy  
Germany:  
NR Cadja Bachman  
Ireland:   
NR Veronica Lambert  
DNR Eva Doherty   
Israel: 
NR Hadass Goldblatt 
Italy:  
NR Lidia Del Piccolo  
Norway: 
NR Hilde Eide 
Poland:  
NR : Anna Ratajska  
Portugal:  
NR: Elisabete Loureiro  
Spain:  
DNR: Ana Carvajal  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Switzerland: 
NR Sara Rubinelli   
The Netherlands: 
NR Ellen Smets 
UK:  
NR: Lorraine Noble 
US:  
NR: Richard Brown  
Chair of tEACH: 
Marcy Rosenbaum 
Chair of rEACH: 
Gerry Humphris 
Past president: 
Myriam Deveugele 
President: 
Jonathan Silverman 
President-elect: 
Evelyn van Weel-Baumgarten 
Treasurer: 
Karolien Aelbrecht 
Representatives of SAS: 
Stephne Graham 
Kim Thurlow 
Fiona Grant 

 

1.  Apologies 

 Australia:  Kirsten McCaffery   

 Australia:  Jesse Jansen 

 Belgium:  Lode Verreyen 

 China:  Xinchun Liu 

 China:  Angela Liu 

 Denmark:  Jette Ammentorp 

 France:  Olivier Nardy 

 Italy:  Federico Firoetto 

 Japan:  Hiroshi Miyashita  

 Norway:  Aslak Steinsbekk 

 Portugal:  Afonso Miguel Cavaco 
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 Switzerland:  Annegret Hannawa 

 UK:  Rebecca Riddell 

 USA:  Monica Broome 

 Chair of tEACH:  Marcy Rosenbaum 

 AACH: Som Saha 

 PEC:  Arnstein Finset 

  

2.   Achievements since Amsterdam 
a) 1 November 2014, SAS came on board as the EACH management company. 

b) EACH is registered as a charity with all current Executive members and National 

Representatives listed as trustees.  Charitable status helps particularly with the accounting 

and financial status of the association. 

c) The website has been changed and improved greatly by SAS.  All changes need to be 

directed through SAS rather than an external source.  Bookings and payments can be made 

online, new members can apply and pay online.  All information regarding courses such as 

attendees is available in real time.   

d) A new committee has been established to consider policy implementation and advocacy 

and named p-REACH, although subsequently renamed pEACH.  The group’s first meeting 

has taken place and the second will be held on 13/14 March 2015.  All members have been 

invited to apply to join the group. 

e) rEACH & yEACH are both moving forward.  A new structure is being discussed that will 

increase the membership of rEACH, involve younger members more and help to enable r-

EACH to fulfil EACH’s research objectives. 

f) Negotiations with Elsevier have been successful in securing more income. 

g) The Summer Event has been confirmed and is in the planning stages. 

h)  Newsletters have been sent out regularly informing the membership with the latest news. 

i) Regular pages in PEC are now available for members to contribute information.  The first 

issue has been distributed with information from JS.  The next issue will appear in April.  We 

have two pages available to us - one for news items every month and one page every two 

months for an advertisement.  This information will be passed on to the membership. 

Action: EVWB 

j) Membership drive.  In the first 2 months of 2015, numbers are up to 273.  We are chasing 

another 90 members from 2014, which are yet to renew.  It was not possible previously to 

easily pay online with the old website but payment should be easier now with the new 

system.  Another reminder is about to be sent and it is hoped to increase the membership 

total to 400 this year with the help of the new summer event.  Numbers have historically 

fallen between conferences and the Summer Event is designed to keep interest constant. 

k) A donation fund has been set up and there is already 600 Euros in the fund from 19 

donations.   New members have been able to donate as they sign up but a donation button 

is now available on the website for any member to donate at any time. 

l) The contract for the Heidelberg conference 2016 has been signed. 

3.  Discussion of Summer Event and Summerschool (including funding of Summerschool) 
Planning is underway for the summer event to be held between 24th and 26th August at Regents 
University, London.  The university is situated in the heart of Regents Park close to Paddington and St 
Pancras stations, providing easy access for delegates in the UK and worldwide.  The event will start in 
the evening of Monday 24th August and will comprise workshops and a poster session.  The event will 
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open with a networking welcome drinks reception.  12 workshop sessions will be commissioned with 
6 workshops running concurrently, lasting three hours each.  Each workshop will be repeated twice. 6 
will be organised by t-EACH and 6 by r-EACH.  On this occasion presenters will be invited due to the 
short timescale but in future there will be a call for papers to decide the programme.  A call for 
posters was sent on 2nd March and five notifications of interest have been registered.  There is space 
for 40 posters each day and they will be available for viewing during the refreshment breaks and 
drinks receptions.  The workshop rooms have natural daylight and moveable furniture in each room.  
All rooms are in a compact area.  Accommodation is available at the University of Westminster, which 
is across the road from Regents University.  Rooms are £62 per night.      
 
A budget has been prepared based on a maximum of 180 delegates i.e. 30 per workshop.  SAS 
recommends a fee of £400 - £425 per delegate.  The planning committee prefers a fee of £375 but 
this would produce a loss if we did not achieve full attendance and with no sponsorship.  It was 
envisaged that sponsorship may be difficult to obtain at such short notice but SAS will approach 
Elsevier and other publishers in the first place.  The cancellation fees for Regents University is 50% of 
room hire costs up to 90 days before. Overnight accommodation can be booked on an allocation 
basis so that attendees make their own bookings and there is no cost to EACH. 
 
The workshops are twice as long as those at the conference.  Content will be suitable for both 
experienced and less experienced attendees.  The programme will be important in attracting 
potential delegates of all experience levels and should be decided upon and advertised as soon as 
possible.  Delegates will be asked to sign up in advance for the sessions they wish to attend which will 
help to gauge numbers and allow presenters to send out reading matter prior to the workshops. 
It was decided that EACH will be able to cover some of the payment risk and the most important 
action is to get the programme advertised as soon as possible.  After considered discussion, members 
of the Steering Committee voted on the projected pricing: £375 (525 Euros) - 8 votes, £400 (560 
Euros) - 9 votes.  JS will inform the planning committee. 
Action:  JS 
 
rEACH Summer School 
It was suggested that the Summer School is run as part of the Summer Event.  Attendees will not be 
able to attend the Summer School as a separate event as the research methodology plenary sessions 
will take place within the Summer Event and the subsequent Summer School would allow researchers 
to present their own work.  Accommodation is available at Westminster University from 27th - 29th 
August.  Due to the small number of rooms required however these will have to be contracted by 
rEACH.  The cost per delegate will be approximately 1050 Euros for five days, to include 
accommodation and the Summer Event, assuming 12 delegates and 5 facilitators are attending: this 
price includes the donation of a subsidy of 4,000 Euros from rEACH from its annual funding.  GH 
agreed that 12 attendees was an attainable number.  Researchers are asked to apply for places and a 
selection process takes place.  Time is short on this occasion to complete the advertising and 
selection before cancellation clauses come into affect at the venue on accommodation and room hire 
costs.  2 classrooms are available, one of which is big enough for all attendees to come together.  It 
was suggested that the charge be quoted as 1300 Euros with a 300 Euro bursary available from 
rEACH.  This was considered an approach likely to be more favourable to attract funding from 
attendees’ institutions.  GH thanked FG for the breakdown of costs.  The Summer School was 
previously funded by generous donations but these have now been used.  It was suggested and 
agreed that the EACH pages in PEC be used by attendees after the Summer School to extend their 
research project.  It was agreed that rEACH will be responsible for any cancellation risk. 
Action: GH and rEACH 
 

4.  Bids for international conference 2018 
There have been 4 proposals for venues for the 2018 conference from Belfast, Porto, Vienna and 
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Cyprus.  Both Belfast and Vienna are the most expensive options and are considered unsuitable on 
finance alone.  Cyprus is a five star private resort and Porto is a university venue. 
 
Paphos in Cyprus is an out of town resort, it is easy to get to, the catering would all be outdoors but 
this is not such a problem in September.  There are 200 bedrooms available for around 120 -140 
Euros per person.  There are plenty of hotels close by for extra accommodation.  The resort is a short 
journey from the town but transport may be negotiable with the resort.  Plenary space is available for 
up to 1000. 
Porto is a university venue.  Accommodation is available close by ranging from 55 - 170 Euros 
according to type.  Plenary space is available for 491 with a separate area for 89 with a live video link.  
Amsterdam had space for 500 but not everyone attends the plenaries. 
 
The Steering Committee discussed the options and voted for Porto as the most popular choice.  SAS 
will inform Belfast and Vienna that they will no longer be considered.  No announcement will be 
made on Cyprus and Porto until a site visit has taken place to Porto.  Accommodation in Porto will be 
in the engineering faculty, which offers modern accommodation and the event would be organised 
jointly by Porto and Lisbon.  Suitable space for the poster display will need to be identified on the site 
visit.  
 

5.  Possibility and implications of non-European president and moves towards more global 
organisation  
The meeting was asked to consider a future President being chosen from outside of Europe as we 
now have national representatives from several countries outside of Europe.  JS reported that it is 
likely that national representatives will also be possible from Sri Lanka and South Africa in the next 
round of elections.  The meeting favoured the inclusive proposal as long as certain criteria were put 
in place. As now, any member can apply but all will be interviewed by a small committee before being 
presented to the Steering Committee for approval and for final approval at the AGM.  No President 
will be allowed to embarrass EACH financially.  It was felt more important that the President be active 
and work hard in the interests of the association than where they came from.  After considerable 
discussion, the meeting voted unanimously to approve the idea of a President from outside of Europe 
and will consider potential plans for the association to be considered “global” at a future date. 

 

6.  Formalising expenses payments policy and procedure: document tabled  
There has been previously no formal expenses policy. A formal document has been prepared by the 
executive and if approved, can be uploaded to the website.  It is proposed that all expenses will have 
to be approved by the Treasurer (KA) and SAS if consistent with the rules within the document. 
Subcommittee expenses should be approved by the appropriate Chair before final approval by SAS.  
The Executive Committee members will be able to claim for travel, accommodation while performing 
their executive duties.  Meals are not included.  The Steering Committee members will not receive 
travel or accommodation costs.  EACH will pay for Go To Meeting, an online meeting service to allow 
members to join meetings electronically.  The standing committees of pEACH, rEACH and tEACH will 
receive 2000 Euros each.  Ordinary members will receive no reimbursement of costs.  The executive 
will be paid ICCH conference costs but not travel to attend the conference.  Other conference costs 
will be considered individually.  It is hoped to be able to provide some funding to Steering Committee 
members in the future when the association funds improve.  A statement will be made to emphasise 
that the Executive Committee will not use association funding unnecessarily and will follow a strict 
code.  The meeting voted to approve the expenses policy. 
Action: MD/KA 
 

7.  Steering committee membership and 5 member criteria  
For member countries to be represented on the Steering Committee they currently must have 5 
members.  This number may be reconsidered before the next elections. 
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SAS will remind Steering Committee members that their country cannot have a representative on the 
Steering Committee if the country's membership falls below 5: also to resend the links to their 
individual membership lists.  The links will also be sent to MD and EvWB. 
Action:  SAS  
 

8.  Election process (Myriam Deveugele)  
EACH will liaise with SAS to set up an electronic system before the next elections.   
Action:  EACH/SAS 
 

9.  Advertisements of external courses - a policy: document tabled (Myriam Deveugele) 
The policy document was accepted by the steering committee. It was agreed that EACH would allow 
other organisations to advertise in the news feed on our website with a note that content is not 
necessarily endorsed by EACH.  Advertisers do not need to be members of EACH but the content 
must be around healthcare communication.  Documents will be approved by the Executive before 
being uploaded.  It is hoped this will attract more people to the website and encourage more 
members.  Equally we should advertise our courses on other websites to promote the association.     
Action: MD 
 

10.  Financial report  
With so many recent changes, it is too early to be able to prepare a financial report.  KA (treasurer) 
has been on maternity leave, the management company has changed twice in fairly quick succession 
and we have become a charitable organisation requiring a different approach to the accounts.  We 
are waiting to hear about a possible donation through Wolf Langowitz of 50,000 Euros per year for 
the next three years.   
 

11.  Negotiations with Elsevier 
New benefits have been negotiated with Elsevier, which have been distributed, including a third off 
for open access publishing.  An agreement has so far been reached for a guaranteed royalty of 15,000 
Euros each year from Elsevier and we pay them 12,000 Euros, independent of how many members 
we have or which category of member.  In the previous year, we paid 17,000 Euros and only received 
15,000 Euros from them.  If our membership increases we will go back to renegotiate a further 
increase.  The agreement will eventually be in writing and confirmed. Prior to this, SAS will investigate 
other publisher payments to associations. 
Action:  SAS to look into publisher payments to associations before replying to Elsevier 
  

12.  Setting membership fees for 2016: fees unchanged since 2001 
The membership fees are currently 105 Euros to include a hard copy of PEC or 90 Euros for an online 
version.  The fee has remained the same since 2001.  Other income comes from the conference, 
donations and courses.  The meeting had to consider if the fee should be increased, by how much 
and what the increased amount would be used for?  The extra money is necessary if we wish the 
organisation to develop and provide more services for its members, for the management of the 
association and to cover inflation since 2001.  
 
The committee discussed the benefits of membership and how much non-members should be 
charged to attend the conference and summer event.  It was decided to increase the membership fee 
gradually over the next years and to maintain the difference between ordinary and online 
membership.   It was agreed to increase the fee to 105 Euros and 120 Euros with a similar increase for 
students and to review the amount each year.  Membership benefits should be well advertised to 
show why the fee is increasing.  Other options such as offering a discount for a two year membership 
will be considered.    
Action: SAS 
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13.  Possibility of group or organisational membership 
SAS will look into the idea of setting up criteria for group membership for affiliated groups.  There are 
several groups already interested in joining EACH.  This may only be beneficial to EACH if the group 
members are all new members.  SAS will look at other models and report back. 
Action:  SAS to look into group membership 
 

14.  Financial arrangements for subcommittees -new pEACH committee  
Both rEACH and tEACH receive 2000 Euros per annum and this will also be awarded to pEACH. 
 

15.  Donation fund to support grants for participants from low income countries 
SAS will send a reminder email to all members who are still to pay for 2015 and mention the chance 
to donate at the same time.  SAS will also send information on donating to those already registered 
before the chance to donate became available.  Only members are able to donate.  SAS will change 
the website to make this clear.  Going forward members will receive three reminders to pay and then 
be removed from the list.  SAS will inform Elsevier to stop sending copies of PEC if no renewal occurs 
after the third reminder. 
Action:  SAS to send membership and donation reminders  
 

16.  Membership Fee Payments 
SAS will look into Direct Debit payments and 2 yearly payments and respond to JS. 
Action:  SAS to report to JS on DD and 2 yearly payments 
 

17.  Recruitment of new members - how to extend our membership 
Suggestions included: 

 Place information in sister journals to help promote EACH 

 Regular Newsletters  

 New extra events 

 Social media 

 Local events 

 Every member to recruit one member 

 Approach undergraduate medical students involved in communication 

 Advertise in PEC 

 Promote EACH to other professional organizations that members belong to 

 Use of pEACH to promote the association and its policies 

 Construct a database of interests and expertise of members  

 Run local events, webinars, presentations and offer discounted membership rates 

 Set up a multi-lingual set of promotional materials for the Steering Committee members to 
use 

 

18.  Steering committee communication and roles 
Steering Committee members are elected for two years and are asked to write an annual report on 
their role and local events.  National Representatives are now able to log in to view and communicate 
with their local membership and set up local meetings and networks.  Steering committee members 
were reminded of their obligatory and non-obligatory tasks and were encouraged to send JS 
information for the newsletter  
Action:  SAS to send the Twitter login to NRs and resend login details to view local member details 
 

19.  Activities and priorities of standing committees et cetera 
rEACH (GH) 

1. Production of Special Interest Group Application Form.  The definition of SIG is deliberately 
wide to encourage interest groups to form.  The benefit to EACH members is to locate their 
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interest on the rEACH website, advertise their activites and have a blog space.  We have 
applications due in from the Verona Codes Network, the Medical Education Research Interest 
Group, and yEACH. 

2. We have prepared a strong programme for the Summer Event in August including workshops 
on: mixed methods, Verona CoDES coding, PLA research methods , qualitative techniques, 
medical education research.  We have a faculty for the Summerschool signed up and also a 
programme developed for the 3 day workshop. Our next face-to-face meeting will be at this 
meeting with at least one telephone meeting in between. 

3. There was a very successful meeting in Verona on the 13th to 14th Feb.  We had over 28 
delegates over the 2 days.  Features of the meeting were discussions and presentations over 
sequential analytical approaches, definitions of units of analysis, improving documentation 
and practical uses of the system for more than two persons (expansion from the dyad) and 
physiological methods. A programme has already been proposed for a meeting on four areas 
of document production to expand and promote the system. 

4. Membership of the Committee to be expanded to enable a wider representation of research 
interests into the organisation of activities within rEACH.  This comprises of three strands: (i) 
yEACH (ii) previous applicants to rEACH committee (iii) scoping of research institutes and 
groupings to involve representatives to join Committee.   

5. EU H2020 application was prepared headed by Hilde Eide called COMCARE that involved 
EACH members including: Lidia Del Piccolo, Arnstein Finset, G Humphris and others.  Scored 
7.5 and close to 8.5 which was needed to enter 2nd round.  rEACH would like to promote the 
establishment of consortia of partnerships to bid in the next round of calls announced around 
Nov 2015. 

tEACH 
1. A great deal of information, especially teaching and assessment tools, has been uploaded to 

the website, providing a very useful resource for all members. 
2. The group has been very active, organizing site visits and courses within Europe and beyond. 
3. New recruitment has been very effective with 16 worldwide offers under review. 
4. A SIG for simulated patients is being developed. 

 
pEACH 

1. The new committee has been established with the 2nd meeting tomorrow including an 
expanded membership.  

2. Patient members are still needed to help raise awareness and work with policy makers. 
 

20.  Information and discussion about next EACH conference in Heidelberg, Germany 
JS, MD and EvWB have recently returned from a site visit. Planning is going well.  A reduced fee is 
usual for post-graduate and PhD students and we are proposing a further reduction for 
undergraduate students.  It is hoped to make the conference unique and encourage a student strand 
and fringe events.   
 

21.  Next meeting 
The next meeting will be just prior to the Summer Event - Sun 23rd/Mon 24th Aug.   Lorraine kindly 
offered to investigate obtaining a meeting room in London. 
Action:  Lorraine Noble 
 

22.  Any other business 
Anna Ratajska asked if it was possible to have a Networking logo to use on all Polish correspondence 
sent locally to promote EACH. It was decided that EACH members within Poland can use our logo in 
their correspondence, but that members of the network within Poland who were not EACH members 
would not be able to. 
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Thank you Myriam for arranging our meeting and dinner venues.  Thank you to Steering committee 
members for attending in person and online. 
 

 
 
 


